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I. I NTRODUCTlO",

Let .1;, denote the collection of real algebraic polynomials of degree ~ n.
and Y,; that subcollection of ;~, consisting of the monic polynomials of
degree ~ n. Let 'If' denote the collection of real weight functions, 11', such
that: H'(X) > 0 for all x E' .-%. H" is continuous on .-%. and lim [x"\I'(x) J =
lim [xnll"(x)J =0 as Ixl---' x., n= 1.2, .... All norms considered in this paper
are sup norms on ;-% (i.e .. Ilfll = sup{ If(x)l: x r=;-% l) For each n = 1,2, ..
define

. II lip' il
)'n= sup--

I'" Y>,~ II Hp
and

By standard arguments it can be shown that in and Pn are finitc and
that there exist polynomials p, if EO /p,; for which IllI'p' \\P II = i' n and
11(1I'qn/II1I'qll =f.1n' We will refer to such polynomials p or q as extremal
polynomials for i' n or fln' respectively. Clearly the following inequalities of
Markov type hold for all p E ,~,:

II wp' II ~ i' n IllIpll and II(Hp)'11 ~Iln IllIpll.

Moreover in and Iln are the best possible constants in these inequalities.
Estimates of i'n and Pn have been determined for various special weight
functions (cf. [3,6. 7J).

WC also introducc the monic polynomials, T", of exact degree n, which
are extremal in the sense that IllI'Tnll=inf{II1I'(x)[xn-q(x)JII:qE;~J!" J}.
Since {x k w(x): k = 0, I, ... , n - I } is a Haar system on ,.J.f, it is well known
(cf. [I J) that T" is uniquely characterized by the fact that lI'T" has an
alternant of size n + I. (An alternant of size N for a function. j, is a set
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of N points, XI < ... < Xv, such that If(xdl = Ilfll, k = I, .... Nand
f(x k + I) = ~~-f(xd, k = I ...., N - I. A maximal alternant for f is an alter
nant for f whose size is as large as possible.) It is known [4] that Tn is also
extremal in the sense that among all the functions. wp, p E /1,;, the one with
the largest (or smallest) e-point is wTn . (An e-point of a function. f is a
point. xo• such that If(xo)1 = 11111.) In other words, if an and hn denote the
smallest an largest e-points of wTn then for any PE/ln. 11wPII =
max {IW(X) p(x)l: an:::; X:::; hn)· It is clear that i. n. }In. Tn. a". and hn depend
on the weight function, w. but for simplicity our notations will not indicate
this dependency.

The purpose of this paper is to prove

THEOREM I. Let II" E "#. and suppose p E .J>,;. n?- 2. is alII" extremal jill'

lill" Then

(i) A maximal alternant jill' wp is 01 si:e n or n + l.

(ii) IIl\'lw is decreasing on .J? then there is exactly one maximal alter
nant for wp. Moreover ilthis maximal alternant. x I < ... < x n, is 01 size n
(i.e.. ilp et Tn) then (wco )'(to ) = 0. where co(x) = (x -XI)'" (x -xn) and to is
any e-poin t 0( ( l\'[I )'.

THEOREM 2. Let w E'# . and suppose p E .JfI,; is any extremal Fir i. n.

(i) II n = I then p = T I .

(ii) II n?- 2 then a maximal alternantlilr \\'[1 is 01 size n or n + I.

(iii) II w'lw is decreasing on .J? then there is exactlr one maximal
alternant Fir \\p. Moreover ilthis maximal alternant. x I < '" < x n. is 01 si:e
n (i.e .. ilp et Tn) then co'(to) = 0, \rhere w(x) = (x - XI)'" (x - x n) and to is
any e-point 01 wp'.

THEOREM 3. II w(x)=exp(-xC
) and pE.JfI,; is any extremallclr }In.

Il?- I. then p = Tn I or P = Tn' where To := l.

These theorems will be proved in Section 3. but first we need some
preliminary results.

2. LEMMAS

LEMMA I. Suppose:

(i) fetO and g are real functions continuous on [a, h].

(ii) M=maxu'S\ h If(x)1 and,g= (XE [a, h]: If(x)1 = M).
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(iii) there exists a set ,C'/ :::) Ci such that ,C'/ is open relative to [a, hJ and
f(x) g(x):?°for each x EccI

Then for sufficiently small positive r:, max as \ h If(x) - r:g(x)1 ~ M-

It should be noted that Lemma I is a slight variation of a more standard
result which states that the inequality in the conclusion is strict if, instead
of (iii), it is assumed that f(x)g(x»O for each xECi, The proof of this
lemma is routine and will therefore be omitted,

LEMMA 2. Suppose:

(i) XI' ,'" xI/ are n distinct real numhers,

(ii) Y I'"'' l'1/ t I are real numhers (not necessarily distinct),

(iii) L: ,J:, --+ ,jf is a linear functional,

(iv) w(x)=(x-xI)",(x-xl/) and Lw#(l

Then there exists a unique poll'nomial, (I E '~" such lhal q(xk) = l'k'
k = I, '''' nand Lq = l'1/ I I'

Proof: If q(x)=co+clx+ ,,, +cl/xl/ then Lq=co(Ll)+cl(Lx)+
," + cl/( Lxl/), where Lxk denotes the real number obtained by letting L aet

on the monomiaL x k
, Therefore the coefficients, C k , must satisfy the follow

ing (n + 1) x (n + I) linear system of equations,

Co + CIXI/ + C2X~ +'" + CI/X;:
(2, I)

co(Ll)+c l (Lx)+c2(Lx 2)+ ", +cl/(Lxl/)=l'I/+I'

In order to show that this system is solvable we first consider the function,
f; defined by

XI x~ ,,1/
, I

f(x)= ,
x~:X n x~

" XliX x-

Expanding this determinant we obtain that f(x) = Ao + A I X + ", + AI/xl/,
where Ak is the cofactor of the entry, x\ in the last row, In particular, AI/ is
the Vandermonde detrminant for the points x I"'" Xl/' and so AI/ # 0, Since
fE,J:, and f has zeros at XI' "" XI/' we obtain that f(x)=Anw(x), It
follows that An(Lw)=L{=Ao(Ll)+AI(Lx)+ '" +AI/(Lxn), This last
sum is the expansion by cofactors of the last row for the determinant of the
coefficient matrix in (2,1 ), Therefore (2,1) is uniquely solvable since Lw # 0,
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LEMMA 3. Let If e 'II' and suppose p eyi;; is extremaljc)r {I", n? 1. If Ifp
has exactly n e-points, XI < ... <x"' and w(x)=(x-x1)",(x-x,,) then
(lI'w)'(to)=0 whenever to is an e-point of (wp)'.

Proof Suppose to the contrary that (,rp)' has an e-point to, such that
(\I"(J))'(to) #0. Applying Lemma 2 with Lj:= (ll/)'(to), we obtain a
polynomial, qed"" such that q(xd=sgn[p(xdl I~k~n, and
()\'q)'(t o) = -sgn[(wp)'(to)]. For sufficiently small ::>0, Ilw(p-::q)11 <

liP! I (see remark after Lemma I). Furthermore, II[lr(p-/:q)]'II?
l(lIp)'(to)-I:(\rq)'(to)1 > l(wp)'(to)1 = 1!(lIp)'I. Therefore the ratio.
(lI'pn/llllp , would become larger if p were replaced by c(p-I:q) for any

c e .f?, c # O. This would contradict the fact that p is extremal for /1".

LEMMA 4. Let II e if and suppose p e.yi,; is extremal/c)r J.", n? I. If lip
has exactly n e-points. XI < ... <x". and w(x)=(x-.YI)···(x-x,,) then
w'(to) = 0 whenel'er to is WI e-point of wp'.

Proof Suppose to the contrary that liP' has an e-point to. such that
(I)'(to) # O. Applying Lemma 2 with Lf :=f'(to), and arguing in a manner
similar to the proof of Lemma 3. we would obtain a polynomial, q e '~i'

such that for sufficiently small 1:>0. 111I'(p-l:ql'!l/llw(p-/:q)ll>
IllIp' lIpll· This would contradict the fact that p is extremal for i.".

LEMMA 5. Suppose II' e if and w'/\r is decreasing on .f? Also suppose
p EO :~, has n distinct real ::eros. Then there are exactlr n + I distinct real
numhers. ))'here (wp)' vanishes, and so lip can hal'e at //lost n + Ie-points.
A1oreover if lip does hal'e n + I e-points then these e-poil1tsjcJrfn an a!ternant

JCI/' lip (i.e., p = cT". c # 0).

Proof: Write p(x)=c(.Y ::I)···(Y-::,,)' where:: 1 < . <::". The zero
set of (wp)' is the solution set of the equation.

lI'(Y)_"\, I
-- L -- (2.2)
Ir(x) I. 1::1.- x·

The argument that follows is easily motivated by considering the graph of
the function, h. where h(x) is the right side of (2.2). Note that II is con
tinuous and increases from -"£ to T on each intervaL (::1.,::1. I I),

k = I, ..., 11- 1. So (2.2) has one solution in each of these intervals. Also
note that h is continuous on the interval, (-X'::I)' Furthermore II maps
this interval onto (0, XJ). Therefore (2.2) must have a single solution in
( - x, :: I) unless w'(x) < 0 for all x EO ( '-"£, :: I)' This last possibility is ruled
out since \r(x) --> 0 as x --> -- x. A similar argument shows that (2.2) also
has a single solution in the interval, (::",x). Thus we have shown that the
solution set of (2.2) contains exactly 11 + I points. Now suppose that each
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of these solutions, x I < ... < x n + 1, is an e-point of wp. If these e-points did
not form an aIternant for wp then (WP)(Xkll)=(WP)(xk ) for some k,
1~ k ~ n. Therefore (wp r would have a zero in (x k' X k + I)' However, since
Xl' ... , X n + I are zeros of (wp)', this would imply that (wp)' vanished at
more than n + 1 points.

3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS

Proor or Theorem 1. Let W EO il and suppose p EO .1',; is extremal for }.!",

n?-2. Let a=a" and 17=17" so that for all qEO.1'", Ilwqll =max{lw(x)q(x)l:
a ~ x ~ 17 l. Let f o be any e-point of (wp)' and let h(x) = (x - to )2. Note that
f o cannot be an e-point of lip and hence h(x) > 0 whenever x is an e-point
of wp. We first show that lip must have both (+ ) points and ( - ) points.
(An e-point, xo, of a function, j; is designated a ( + ) point or a ( - ) point
according as f(x o)= Ilfll or f(x o) = -llfll.) To see this suppose that lip
had only ( + ) points, Then for sufficiently small l: > 0, II w( p - l:1I) II < 1\ wp .

Moreover, il[II'(p-l:h)]'11 ?-j(wp)'(to)-l:(lI'h)'(to)1 = l(lIp)'(to)1 = 11(lIp)' .
Therefore the ratio, II (lip)' lip II, would become larger if p were replaced
by c( p - dl) for any (' EO .}f, C F O. However, this would contradict the fact
that p is extremal for Jill' Therefore lip must have both ( + ) points and ( - )
points. We assume that the smallest e-point of lip is a ( + ) point. (If this
were not the case the following argument would be modified in an obvious
way.) By following the standard proof of the Tschebyschcff Equioscillation
Theorem (cf. [2J or [5J) we can choose a finite number of points,
f 1 < .,. < fl/l' in (a, h), none of which are e-points of lip. so that:

[a, f I J contains e-points of wp all of which are ( + )points,

[f l , f 2 J contains ('-points of wp all of which are (- I points,

[f 1/1' 17 ] contains e-points of lip all of which are ( + ) points

or ( - ) points according as m is even or odd.

Since a maximal alternant for lip is clearly of size m + I, we need to
show that m+l?-n. Let g(x)=(tl-x) .. ·(tl/l-x)h(x). Observe that
p(x) g(x) > 0 whenever x is an e-point of wp. Hence for sufficiently
small I: > 0, ilw(p-!:g)11 < ilwpll. Moreover, II[w(p-l:g)],II?
l(wp)'(to)-B(wg)'(to)1 = l(wp)'(to)1 = II(wp)'ll. As before this would con
tradict the extremal nature of p unless g ¢ .1'", Therefore deg( g) =

m + 2 ?- n + 1. This establishes (i). To prove (ii) we first note that, because
of (i), there are only three cases to consider: (I) deg( p) = n - 1 and a
maximal alternant for wp is of size n (i.e., p = T" 1 l, (2) deg( p ) = 11 and a
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maximal alternant for wp is of size n + 1 (i.e., p = T,,), (3) deg( p) = n and a
maximal alternant for wp is of size n. In the first two cases it follows
immediately from Lemma 5 that a maximal alternant for wp consists of all
e-points of wp, and hence is unique. In the third case p has at least 11 - 1
distinct real zeros, .:: I' ... , .::" I' Since p is real there is one more real zero,
'::n" Moreover if.::" were not distinct from '::1' ... ,.::" 1 then lip would change
sign at only 11 - 2 places and so a maximal alternant would be of size
:s; n - I. Therefore p has 11 distinct real zeros. Again Lemma 5 implies that
the 11 points in a maximal alternant for lip are the only e-points of wp, and
hence this maximal alternant is unique. The remainder of (ii) follows
immediately from Lemma 3.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let II' EO: 'II and suppose p EO: .1J,; is extremal for j,n'

11 ;:;, I. Suppose lip had only ( + ) points. Then it is easy to see that the ratio,
IllIp'II/llwpll, would become larger if p were replaced by p-c: for some suf
ficiently small I: > O. Therefore wp must have both (+) points and (-)
points. When 11 = 1 this implies that p = T 1. We assume hereon that n ;:;, 2.
Let ii, h, II' ... , I,,,, g, and h be as described in the proof of Theorem I.
except that in the definition of h(x) we choose 10 to be an e-point of wp'.
We also choose the I,'S so that lor/' :11' .... lfII}. Clearly p(x)g(x);:;'O
whenever x is an e-point of wp (strict inequality might not hold since 10

could be an ('-point of wp). It is also easy to see that p(x) g(x) ;:;, 0 when x
is in a sufficiently small neighborhood of any ('-point of wp. Therefore, by
Lemma I, there exists I: > 0 so that 1111"( p -- I;g) 11 :s; II lip II· Furthermore,
Ilw(p-l:gn ;:;, Iw(to)[p'(to)-i;g'(toJI = Iw(to)p'(to)1 = IllIp'll· The
inequality in this chain can be made strict if 10 is not an ('-point of
II( p - I;g)'. That this is indeed the case is easily seen by noting that the
derivative of ~r(p-I:g)', evaluated at to, is equal to -W'(Io)g"(lo) #0.
Again the extremal nature of p requires that deg( g) = In + 2 ;:;, 11 + 1. This
establishes (i). The proof of (ii) can be 0 btained as in the proof of
Theorem I, except that Lemma 4 is used instead of Lemma 3.

Proof ol Tht'orell1 3. Let II"(X) = exp(- x") and suppose p E .;P,; is
extremal for fl". n;:;' I. First note that either deg( p) = n - 1 or deg( p) = 11,

and if deg( p) = 11 - 1 then p = T" I' If 11 = 1 these statements are trivial
and if 11 ;:;, 2 they follow from (i) of Theorem 1. From hereon we assume
that 11;:;' 1 and deg( p) = n. It remains to be shown that under these con
ditions, p = Tn" We begin by noting that p has n distinct real zeros. For
11 = 1 this is clear and for 11;:;' 2 it was established in the proof of
Theorem 1, part (ii). By Lemma 5, (wp)' vanishes at exactly n + 1 points,
XI < ... < X" t I' and by (i) of Theorem l. at least n of these are e-points
of H'p. We now claim that all the points, x I' ... , x" t I' are e-points of wp.
To see this suppose, to the contrary, that wp had only 11 ('-points. Let
w be the monic polynomial of degree n whose zeros are at the e-points
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of wp, and let x"', 1~m~n+ I, denote that zero of (wp)' which is
not an e-point of wp. Since (wp)'(x) = \v(x)[p'(x) - 2xp(x)], it follows
that 2xp(x) - p'(x) = 2(x - xJl··· (x - x" + tl = 2(x - x",) w(x). Therefore
(lI'w)(x) = (wp )'(x )/2(x", - x) and

, (x", - x)(wp)"(x) + (wp)'(x)
(ww) (x)= o'

2(x", - x)-

Clearly if to is an e-point of (wp)' then (ww )'(to) = (lI'P )'(to)/2(x", - to)2 ,to 0,
a result which contradicts Lemma 3. Therefore all of the points,
x I' ...• x" + l' must be e-points of wp. By Lemma 5, these e-points are an
alternate for wp, from which it follows that p = Til"

4. REMARKS

It seems likely that the conclusion of Theorem 3 could be improved by
showing that T" I cannot be extremal for Illl" This would be equivalent to
showing that III < 112 < "', or, more directly. by showing that
il(lI'T" Jl'll/llwT" III < II(wT"n/llwT"II, n ~ 1. This latter inequality can be
confirmed by direct computation for n = I, 2. For this purpose we note that
To(x)= I, TI(x)=x, and T2(x)=x2~awhere a is that number such that
a[exp(a + I)] = I.

It would also be of interest to find other weights for which Til is the
extremal polynomial for either 11" or All"
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